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Chief of Party Report 
Deloitte Consulting LLP, in collaboration with Black and Veatch, and Pierce Atwood 
Attorneys LLC presents its second quarterly report for FY 2010 under the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAID) Hydropower Investment Promotion Project 
(HIPP). This report summarizes program activities from 01 July 2010 to 30 September 2010. 

This second quarterly report (July-September 2010) corresponds to the beginning of 
technical activities for the HIPP Project (hereafter referred to as the “Project”). 

Management and Operational Highlights 

 The Project significantly increased its staff expertise level during the quarter; 
 Archil Mametelashvili, Project Economist/Financial Analyst, a former Deputy at the 

Ministry of Energy, Project Director for an energy development company and an 
expert in financing energy projects in Georgia 

 Paul Ballonoff, a senior energy expert with several years of international experience 
and a former COP for USAID projects. 

 Richard Morgan,  a senior financial promotion advisor with many years of 
international experience and also a former COP for USAID projects 

 A number of key deliverables and key documents were submitted in the course of this 
quarter, including but not limited to: 
 Comments on tariff methodology 
 June 2010 IFI Event Report 
 Project Launch Report 
 First draft Information Memorandum Light  
 Presentation on Turkey Legal and Regulatory (L&R) 
 Initial Assessment of Turkey L&R  
 Update of Turkish L&R 
 Presentation on Cross Border Energy Trading 
 Draft report on Assessment of  Carbon Credits Opportunities for Georgian HPPs 
 Turkish Market Soundings presentation 
 Memo on Allocation of Interconnection Capacity 
 Draft Treaty on Cross-Border Energy Trading 

Project Highlights 

We are pleased to report that significant progress has been made across each of the project 
components. Progress towards Project objectives are detailed under section 2 of the present 
report (Team reports). 

Key Project highlights included but not limited to: 

 Georgia Hydropower Development Conference 
 After a meeting the Minister of Energy, the Project completed several key tasks that 

support the promotion of Georgian HPPs during the 4th quarter of 2010 including: 
 Development of 4 hydropower clusters 
 Recommendations on the organization of the Ministry of Energy’s Investment 

Projects Department, proposed modifications to the Charter of the Ministry of Energy 
and draft job descriptions for each staff position in the Department 
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 Draft Treaty on Cross-Border Energy Trading 
 Information Memorandum (light) 
 Program for supporting a series of 4th quarter road shows including revisions to the 

MoE’s generic presentation to investors, talking points, etc. 
 Providing extensive comments on the Ministry of Energy’s MoU for HPPs less than 

100 MW, including revisions to the text on both legal and technical issues. 
 Proposal for energy trading to Turkey by small HPPs  
 Initial Market Sounding of Turkish developers, Georgian developers and US 

government institutions supporting overseas investment. 

Georgia Hydropower Development Conference 

 This quarter, the HIPP team prepared for, and held the Georgia Hydropower 
Development Conference. This event is an integral part of our outreach and promotional 
activities (Task 3). Such events will help demonstrate to potential developers that 
Georgia is a viable destination for risk capital, offering feasible investment opportunities 
in its small and medium hydro sector, with the support of the Government.   

 The event was held on September 23-24 at Bazaleti Lake Hotel, north of Tbilisi.  
 International Financing Institutions (including KfW), Donors (UNDP, USAID), HIPP 

representatives, local developers, USAID and Ministry of Energy officials (including First 
Deputy Minister Marika Valishvili, USAID Mission Director Jock Conly) actively partook in 
this high profile event. 

 The event gave representatives of the Government of Georgia the opportunity to interact 
directly with IFI personnel and to learn more about the interests and first hand 
experiences of local project developers. 

 With several members of the Ministry of Energy and Invest in Georgia attending the 
conference, this event was also a capacity building session.  

HIPP Georgia Hydropower Development 
Conference 
 

KFW Presentation 
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 The event was covered by local media ensuring optimal publicity for the event, and the 
Project.   

First Deputy Minister Marika 
Valishvili being interviewed 

HIPP Representatives, USAID, and First 
Deputy Minister Marika Valishvili 

Draft Treaty on Cross-Border Energy Trading 

 The HIPP Team was asked on extremely short notice to draft a Treaty on Cross-Border 
Energy Trading between Georgia and Turkey.   

 The Legal Team first drafted and submitted for review by the Deputy Minister of Energy 
an Outline of a Treaty, modeled on existing bilateral treaties between Georgia and 
Turkey and on a Model Agreement for Cross-Border Electricity Projects.  Following a 
meeting with the First Deputy Minister and meetings with GSE, further revisions were 
made and a full-fledged draft Agreement between Georgia and Turkey Concerning 
Cross-Border Electricity Trade was submitted to the Ministry and GSE.  The draft is now 
with the Ministry of Justice, which is reviewing it for consistency with Georgia’s 
Constitution.  

HIPP/MOE/GSE/Energo-Pro working group: 
review of the draft Treaty 

First Deputy Minister of Energy, Marika 
Valishvili reviewing the draft treaty 
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Investment Promotion Plan 

The Project developed a detailed Investment Promotion Plan for outreach to at least 500 
potential investors. The Plan will be a guide over the next three years for HIPP promotional 
activities. The Plan includes: 

 List of specific activities including road shows, conferences, promotional material, 
market soundings, investor portal on the Ministry of Energy’s website, Information 
Memorandum and its related Teaser 

 Resources required to complete the promotional activities 
 Timetable for executing the activities. 

 
The Plan was submitted to USAID and the Ministry of Energy for their review and comment.  
The Minister of Energy requested that the Project provide immediate support to the MoE in 
promotional activities.  At the time of writing this report, the Project was adjusting the 
timetable to initiate roadshows with the MoE in the 4th quarter 2010. 

HPP Clusters 

The Minister of Energy requested HIPP to locate projects up to 150 MW. The Minister stated 
that it is easier to identify investors for larger projects.  HIPP suggested that clusters of small 
and medium-sized projects be identified where each cluster will between 100 to 150 MW of 
total capacity. 
 
HIPP reviewed several rivers will Georgian hydropower experts.  Based on the input from 
the experts and on site visits, HIPP developed 4 clusters of HPPs.  These clusters will be 
fully investigated over the next year.  In the meantime, the Minister of Energy with HIPP will 
take the initial result of HIPPs investigation on road shows in Western Europe. 

Information Memorandum 

In response to the Minister of Energy’s request to hold road shows in the 4th quarter of 2010, 
HIPP developed a shortened version of the Information Memorandum, called IM Light.  The 
IM Light is a promotional document that precedes the finalization of the Information 
Memorandum that is due to be completed by Early Spring 2011 once the detailed 
information is complete for the 4 HPP clusters. 

Memorandum of Understanding for HPP projects less than 100 MW 

The legal department of the Ministry of Energy requested review and comments on a draft 
revision to the MOU template between the MoE and HPP developers for projects less than 
100 MW.  HIPP provided extensive comments from technical, process and legal perspective 
and later met with the MoE legal staff.   

Energy Trading Proposal for Small HPPs 

The IFIs such as EBRD and KfW have established programs to support small HPPs through 
local banks. Given the small size, inexperience with power trading and a supply pattern 
dictated by rainfall and snow melt, the small HPPs in most countries sell to the local retail 
sales companies at fixed feed-in tariffs. The Government of Georgia is only offering feed-in 
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tariffs for 3 months of the year. The IFIs financing programs for new SHPPs will not be 
successful without a proven market for their energy output. 
 
HIPP developed an initial proposal for comment and review on emery trading for small 
HPPs. The proposal has been well received across a wide audience spectrum.  The 
proposal recommends that the small HPPs in Georgia form a trading and balancing 
association, thereby: 

 Combining their energy output as a single sale 
 Reducing energy balancing penalties through diversity 
 Use of carbon credits from the Southpole-EEC joint venture on carbon credit sales, 
 Forming or contracting a single entity in Turkey to manage the trading of energy from 

the association, either as an energy trader or as an energy broker.
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Team Reports 
 

Task 1: Organization and Development of Core Information  
Description: Under Task 1, HIPP will support the GoG in formation and operation of the 
Investment Coordination Group/Investment Projects Department (IPD), provide studies on 
potential hydropower plants, review and update available data for small and medium 
hydropower sites, design and start development of a high quality deal book, design and 
develop the website for promotion of hydropower investment, and develop a database of 
potential partners and service providers. 

Subtask 1-A Investment Coordination Group is active and effective 
 At the request of the Ministry of Energy (MOE), HIPP is now supporting the MoE on 

transforming the existing Investment Project Department (IPD).  
 The end goal is to develop a real project implementation function within the Ministry of 

Energy for promoting HPPs and for interfacing with potential investors, and helping 
investors to successfully navigate the various facets of the HPP project development and 
implementation phases; this function will also serve as a forum for the resolution of any 
issues that negatively impact the competiveness of Georgia’s HPP program. 

Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

 In August 2010, the Ministry requested assistance from the HIPP in developing a set of 
comprehensive job descriptions for each of the members of the Investment Project 
Department. This activity is viewed critical by the Ministry. The Project team drafted and 
submitted seven job descriptions for the Investment Projects Department. MOE feedback 
was very positive.   

 The Project team held a number of working meetings with the MOE, to discuss upcoming 
reorganization of the Department, and to collect additional information regarding current 
roles and responsibilities, staff background, and reporting lines within the Department. 
Following these meetings, and at the request of the Ministry, the Project team drafted 
and discussed next steps in the organizational reengineering process, and developed 
associated organizational chart and revised charter of the MoE for the Investment 
Projects Department. As the Ministry is looking to aggressively bolster its investment 
promotion activities, reorganizing the department is deemed critical by the Ministry to 
allow the department to deliver on its core mandate.  

 

Subtask 1-B Studies, Analysis and Data Development 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

Legal and Regulatory framework review: 
 The HIPP Legal Team made a short follow-up visit to Ankara, Turkey in order to seek 

answers to certain questions which arose out of the Legal and Regulatory Review of the 
Turkish Electricity Sector (Legal and Regulatory Report).  While in Ankara, the Team met 
with Board members and electricity experts at EMRA, the national energy regulatory 
agency; the Head of the Electricity Market Services and Financial Settlements 
Department, the Manager for the Europe Transmission Coordination Division, and the 
Head of the International Relations Department ,at TEIAŞ, the Turkish national electricity 
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system company; the head of the General Directorate of Energy Affairs at the Ministry of 
Energy and Natural Resources; a Board Member of TETAŞ, the Turkish state-owned 
wholesaler; and numerous lawyers in private practice who have acted for investors in 
Turkey’s electricity sector.  The visit, the purpose of which was to clarify the legislative 
and regulatory treatment of certain areas (such as the term of authorizations for cross-
border trading, prioritization of transfer capacity during congestion, off-take capacity 
downstream of the Borçka substation, and other issues) confirmed that political 
considerations play an important part in determining whether and how certain barriers 
identified in the Legal and Regulatory Report are resolved.  HIPP also learned that the 
Import-Export Regulation and other key legislation are undergoing substantial revisions 
and determined that periodic updates to the Legal and Regulatory Report would be 
required.  The draft Update No. 1 to the Legal and Regulatory Report was submitted to 
USAID.  

 The HIPP Legal Team reviewed the obligations of the Governments of Georgia and 
Turkey regarding allocation of capacity on a new electricity transmission interconnection 
and regarding allocation of capacity during congestion, in the context of their 
commitments under the Energy Charter Treaty, Turkey’s accession to the European 
Union and tentative accession to the Energy Community of South East Europe, case law 
regarding exemption from the obligation to provide third-party access under EU 
directives, and Turkey’s future synchronous operations in compliance with the rules of 
ENTSO-E.  The memorandum discussing the Team’s conclusions was provided to the 
Ministry of Energy. 

 At the request of the Ministry of Energy, HIPP reviewed the revisions that the Ministry 
was proposing to make to the standard Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) used for 
Small and Medium HPPs (under 100 MW) and provided feed-back.  The Legal Team 
met with the head of the legal department and the Deputy Head of the Investment 
Projects Department at the Ministry of Energy to discuss the changes, which were 
favorably received by the Ministry of Energy.  Based on those discussions, the Legal 
Team agreed to make further suggested improvements.  That revised and much 
improved draft MOU was submitted to the Ministry counterparts. 

 The Enabling Legislation Report describing all of the laws and secondary legislation 
applicable to development of HPPs in Georgia was submitted to USAID at the end of this 
quarter.  The drafts of this report have undergone significant modification due to the 
change in focus of the HIPP, at the specific request of the Minister of Energy, from small 
and medium HPPs to clusters of HPPs up to 150 MW.  Originally conceived as a review 
of the Renewable Energy Program applicable only to HPPs of less than 100 MW, the 
Report now encompasses hydropower cascades that total 100 MW or more and 
therefore do not fall within the rubric of the Renewable Energy Program and Resolution 
107 et al.  Because of the frequent changes to the legislative framework, it is anticipated 
that the Enabling Legislation Report will also require periodic updates, particularly when 
the road shows get underway.  This report is a key deliverable under Task 1-B and will 
be delivered to the Ministry of Energy after approval by USAID. 

 The HIPP Team was asked on extremely short notice to draft a Treaty on Cross-Border 
Energy Trading between Georgia and Turkey.  The Legal Team first drafted and 
submitted for review by the Deputy Minister of Energy an Outline of a Treaty, modeled 
on existing bilateral treaties between Georgia and Turkey and on a Model Agreement for 
Cross-Border Electricity Projects.  Following a meeting with the First Deputy Minister and 
meetings with GSE, further revisions were made and a full-fledged draft Agreement 
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between Georgia and Turkey Concerning Cross-Border Electricity Trade was submitted 
to the Ministry and GSE.  The draft is now with the Ministry of Justice, which is reviewing 
it for consistency with Georgia’s Constitution.  

 A report that identified certain problems in the legislative framework is undergoing 
revision to include proposed solutions and mitigation measures.  The report, entitled 
Executive Summary of Enabling Legislation, was originally intended to highlight the key 
legislation and to identify the steps required to take a project from the idea stage to 
financial close and beginning of construction.  The report also identified problem areas in 
the legislative framework and areas that are currently in flux and could be barriers to 
investment.  The report is now being revised to focus entirely on problem areas and to 
provide the Ministry of Energy with suggested solutions that would eliminate or reduce 
hurdles to investment in HPPs.  This report will be a key deliverable under Task 1-B and 
is expected to be completed by the end of the current quarter or at the beginning of the 
third quarter.  

 
Preliminary Review of Georgia to Turkey Electricity Transmission Transfer Capability 
 
 The Engineering Team is presently making headway towards the completion of the 

review, and finalizing the draft report on transmission transfer capability between 
Georgia and Turkey.  HIPP’s Senior Transmission Planning Engineer arrived in Tbilisi in 
mid-September, and is reviewing previous planning and analysis work by others and by 
the HIPP Transmission Engineer who identified many unresolved issues during his June 
to July assignment in Tbilisi. 

 The most critical issue is the limited transmission capacity in eastern Turkey. This limits 
the ability to send energy from Georgia through eastern Turkey to the load centers in the 
central and western regions around Ankara and Istanbul.  After the new 400 kV 
transmission line from Georgia to Borchka, Turkey, is completed there may not be 
enough capacity in the Turkish system to transfer the expected 650 to 700 MW of export 
power through the Turkish grid. 

 Another very important issue is the lack of progress in resolving serious system control 
problems in Georgia that are likely to occur during emergency situations, and the lack of 
actions to improve system reliability in Georgia. 

 Other issues that have been overshadowed by the recent emphasis given to power sales 
in Turkey include the continuing large power exports to Russia from the Enguri 
Hydropower Project, which often reach 500 MW; opportunities to sell power into the 
deregulated Russian spot market at premium prices, the possibility of exports to 
Armenia, and entry into other regional power markets. 

 
Market Soundings 
 
The Investment Promotion Team carried out a number of critical market sounding activities 
in the course of the second quarter, including but not limited to: 

 Progressed on the development of the prospective investor list. 
 Held a number of working meetings with Georgian and International HPP project 

developers to discuss the current MoU process and experience to-date, including their 
suggested changes to both the process and to the content and format of information 
available to prospective investors. 
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• The Team began early engagement with potential developers in Turkey through a series 
of Market Soundings.  

o Interviewed 10 energy companies based in Turkey, 3 banks and 1 IFI.   
o Developed a presentation summarizing meetings and highlighting key messages 

received from potential investors; and delivered the presentation to USAID 
 
Cross Cutting Activitiies 
 
 HIPP’s power market advisor provided a presentation at the MoE. The following 

participants were in attendance : Marika Valishvili (First Deputy Minister of Energy) , Irina 
Milorava (ESCO General Director), Zurab Gordeziani (Energo-Pro), Ucha Uchaneishvili 
(GSE),  Zurab Ezgubaia (GSE), Jan Zakrajsek’s presentation on Competitive Energy 
Markets and Cross-Border Trading, covered a number of key areas including 
international best practices (with a specific focus on SEE),competitive energy market, 
market design, wholesale energy market, EU energy market, SEE energy market and 
cross-border congestion management methods. The presentation was well received by 
the Georgian counterparts, and numerous questions and comments were exchanged in 
the course of the presentation. The presentation was also shared with USAID and a 
number of key counterparts. 

 

Picture 1 HIPP’s Competitive Energy Markets 
and Cross-Border Trading Presentation (1/2)

Picture 2 HIPP’s Competitive Energy Markets and 
Cross-Border Trading Presentation (2/2) 

 
 HIPP Chief of Party, and HIPP senior energy advisor met with GNEWSRC in Kutaisi to 

discuss tariff issues.  They also met briefly with the Chairman of the Commission who 
asked if USAID would be willing to support development of the tariff methodologies for 
the network providers (distribution and transmission). 

 Michael Anders (KFW, Director Sector Coordination. South Caucasus. 
Energy/Transport) requested support from HIPP in devising a plan for small hydro power 
plants to jointly sell to Turkey. HIPP developed a draft proposal for Mr. Andres to review. 
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Subtask 1-C Refine the set of data for small and medium-sized hydropower sites 
throughout Georgia listed on the MoE site and explore/ gather key information on new 
sites to be included in the MoE database 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

Work is well underway to refine the MoE database: 
 
 Many of the 91 sites in the MoE database have been visited in the field. 
 Preliminary rating criteria have been suggested for the sites, and testing of the criteria for 

50 sites has begun. These criteria are also being applied to a number of projects that are 
under development, to see how those sites would score in the ranking. 

 Georgian subcontractors with expertise in geology, hydrology, and hydroelectric plant 
planning are being hired to provide additional resources that will be needed to complete 
the field reviews and office studies needed to verify and refine the existing “Investment 
Proposal” information in the database. 
 

Work began to identify and evaluate new sites during August, and is accelerating at this 
time. 
 
 The Minister of Energy has strongly supported the HIPP effort to identify new sites, and 

has requested that new and known sites be evaluated to determine where cascades and 
clusters of sites may be combined to provide overall projects that total over 100 MW in 
installed capacity. Four of these clusters have been identified to date, and several others 
are being considered.  Studies of the new sites have just begun, using HIPP and 
Georgian subcontractor resources.  The four HPP clusters that appear attractive at this 
time are described in the following sections. 

 
Upper Tskhenistskali River Basin 
 
The Tskhenistskali River Basin is one of the largest rivers in Georgia.  It flows into the Rioni 
near Samtredia. Interestingly, only one hydropower project has been built in the basin: the 
111.9 MW Lajanuri plant, which takes water from the Tskhenistskali and Lajanuri Rivers and 
discharges into the Rioni near Alpana.  The project is now owned and operated by Energo-
Pro. 
 
The upper basin receives a total average annual precipitation ranging from around 
1,000 mm in some rain-shadow areas to 2,500 mm at higher elevations. 
 
The reach of the river from Lentekhi to Tsageri (where the Lajanuri diversion occurs) has 
high flows and a gross head drop of about 240 m.  No studies of this resource have been 
uncovered to date.  It appears that one or more run-of-river projects or projects with 
reservoirs would be attractive. 
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Tskhenistskali River between Lentekhi and Tsageri, September 2010 
 
The two main branches of the river join at Lentekhi: the upper Tskheninistskali from the east, 
and the Kheledula River from the west. 

 
The Upper Tskhenistskali has not been studied, so far as has been determined. An initial 
map and desk review shows that there may be several very attractive run-of-river project 
sites along its length. 
 
Three sites on the Kheledula River are listed in the Ministry of Energy’s database of potential 
projects, and all appear to be attractive. 
 

 
    Kheledula River Above Lentekhi, September 2010 
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Reconnaissance-level studies of the Upper Tskhenistskali River Basin have just started.  A 
HIPP engineer and environmental scientist visited the sites during September 2010, on a trip 
to verify the general site conditions. More-extensive site visits are planned for the next 
quarter, with office studies to follow immediately. 
 
Kvirila River Basin 
 
The Kvirila River rises on the west slope of the watershed divide between the Caspian and 
Black Seas, and flows through the City of Zestaponi before entering the Rioni River south of 
Kutaisi.  Average rainfall in the upper basin generally exceeds 1,000 mm per year. The main 
river above Zestaponi, and several of its tributaries, include a number of attractive hydro 
development sites.  A few small projects have been studied to some extent and are included 
in the Ministry’s database.  A number of larger opportunities have recently been identified by 
HIPP, and are listed here. 
 
Access to the sites is generally excellent, with roads and/or railroad lines near all the sites.   
 
The Kvirila River main stem parallels a railway serving the manganese mines above 
Chiatura for about 40 km upstream of Zestaponi. This eliminates any possibility of storage 
projects or larger diversion dams in this reach, but run-of-river projects will be possible. 
Upstream of Sachkhere and on tributaries, there are relatively fewer limitations on 
development alternatives.  Two sites are included in the Ministry’s database, and one other 
has been proposed by a developer and an MOU is under negotiation. 
 
The Dzirula River, the main tributary, is a very steep stream that generally follows Highway 1 
as it descends westward from the Rikoti Tunnel.  Several sites have been identified, in 
addition to two listed on the MoE’s database. 
 
 

 
Drzula River, June 2010 
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Achara Autonomous Region Project Cluster 

The sites in this area, within the Achara Autonomous Region, have not been studied in detail 
in the past, despite the excellent climatic conditions for hydro development. The entire area 
receives over 1,000 mm precipitation annually, and higher elevations near the Black Sea 
receive over 2,500 mm annually (some have argued that rainfall reaches 4,000 m at higher 
elevations).  Base flows appear to be steady, possibly due to the many springs in the area.  
The main river flowing through the area, the Chorokhi, has a short course through Georgia 
but is being heavily developed along its course in Turkey. 
 
Road access and access to high-voltage transmission lines are excellent. This area is within 
the electric power service area of Energo-Pro.  In addition, the area is immediately adjacent 
to the Turkish border and relatively close to the new Akhaltsikhe substation in Georgia, 
which minimizes the transmission costs for exporters. 
 
Two Georgian tributaries of the Chorokhi, the Acharistskali and the Machakhelistskali, offer 
good opportunities for development. 
 
Seven projects along the main stem of the Acharistskali are being studied at this time. 
Developers are in discussions with the Ministry of Energy to obtain an MOU for four sites. 
The other three sites were granted to a developer who did not post the required guarantee. 
They are now available for other developers.  There is one operating plant, owned by 
Energo-Pro, of 16 MW capacity.  Not one of these projects is listed in the Ministry’s 
database. 
 
The larger Acharistskali tributaries offer a number of potential sites.  One site is subject to an 
MOU, but several remain available and are not listed in the Ministry’s database. 
 
The Machakhelistskali has never been studied, as far as has been determined. There is one 
small existing project in the lower reach of the river. There is potential for one or two 
additional upstream projects before reaching the Turkish border.  The owner of the existing 
project has expressed his interest in cooperating with a developer of other sites on the river.  
The water quality and good base flow seem to make this an especially attractive river for 
development, although it borders on a proposed protected area.  

                                         HIPP Engineer Obtaining GPS Readings on the Machakhelistskali 
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Subtask 1-D Deal Book (“Information Memorandum”) in its various forms (hard copy, 
website version, presentations) 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

 The Minister of Energy requested that HIPP provide a shorten version of the IM to be 
ready to take with him on Road Shows in the 4th Quarter 2010.  This is a change from 
the original plan where HIPP was to develop/finalize some of the IM sections by the end 
of September. An amended outline has been developed, and the team is working on the 
new shortened version of IM. First draft has now been submitted to USAID. 

Subtask 1-E Functional Investor Portal website that can be maintained by the MoE 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

 Continued the process of identification of potential website developers. Investor Portal 
Development for the MOE will be a key task over Quarter 3 of the HIPP project. Local 
website designers have been identified and tender for selecting a designer will be 
completed in the next Quarter. 

Subtask 1-F Current and Informative Database of potential partners and service 
providers 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

 The team held a number of meetings with relevant companies in Georgia and Turkey in 
four of the categories that will be populating the database or  otherwise included in the 
information to be available to investors: local potential joint-venture partners/investors for 
developers, local  potential funding arrangers/providers for projects, local firms who can 
assist with feasibility studies, and  potential power offtakers in Turkey to understand their 
capabilities, interests, and parameters for participation 

 HIPP met with representatives of US EXIM Bank to discuss the possible opportunities for 
the Bank to support Georgian HPP development.  HIPP also talked with OPIC several 
times and found a very positive response from OPIC in investing in renewable projects in 
Georgia. 
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Task 2: Institutional Strengthening and Capacity Building 
Description: Under Task 2, HIPP will develop a program of capacity building in 3 entities and 
work closely with the NARUC and USEA programs in Georgia. 

Subtask 2-A Increased staff capability at MoEnergy Investor Unit and participants of 
the ICG and CDM unit of the Ministry of Energy Protection and Natural Resources 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

Deloitte’s activities primarily focused on the following key areas 

 Invited members of the MOE’s Investment Project Department attended the HIPP 
Roundtable to further their understanding of the Investment Process and its components. 

 Met with the head of the GNEWSRC and discussed many of the aspects of modern 
energy ratemaking approaches.  
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Task 3: Outreach and Promotion 
Description: Under Task 3, HIPP will develop promotional material, complete initial and 
follow-up rounds of market sounding meetings, develop an investment promotion strategy, 
support the GoG in participating in several promotional events, and hold the Georgia 
Hydropower Investor conference.  

Subtask 3-A Production of Promotion Materials 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

In the course of this second quarter, Deloitte’s Investment Promotion Team developed, a 
number of key project documents and collaterals: 
 Drafted a brochure on Black Sea Regional Transmission Project status aimed at 

updating the potential investors on project status 
 Produced promotional material for the HIPP Conference, including a number of 

PowerPoint presentations, and press release. [See executive report section]. 

Subtask 3-B Compile investor feedback from Market Soundings 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

 See Initial Market Soundings (I-B) 

Investment Promotion Strategy 
 Submitted preliminary draft of Investment Promotion Plan (IPP) to the Ministry of Energy. 

The IPP is intended to serve as a guide to the HIPP for its investment promotion 
activities over the next three years.  

 The Project team subsequently met with First Deputy Minister Valishvili to discuss the 
draft, and comments were shared. The First Deputy Minister is supportive of the effort. 

 The MoE provided a list of road shows in the 4th Quarter and HIPP is working with the 
MoE on how to support the MoE on these road shows. The template presentation for the 
road shows is under review. 

 The MoE requested HIPP to support the EC conference in Brussels on November 5, 
2010 focused on Investing in Georgia.  The MoE would like HIPP to provide 
presentations, develop presentation material for others and develop talking points for 
each presentation. Richard Morgan, the HIPP Lead Investment Promotion Advisor, will 
represent HIPP at the conference. 

GoG participating in Promotional Events 
 The HIPP Team organized and participated in the Investor Conference organized by the 

HIPP in Bazaleti on September 23-24, 2010 [see executive report section]. 

Reach out to 500 Institutions and investors 
 See Initial Market Soundings (I-B) and Studies and Deal Brokering (4-A) 
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Task 4: Public-Private Partnerships for Site Development 
Description: Under Task 4, HIPP will identify and complete several studies on hydropower 
sites, broker larger projects to IFI’s and investors, develop a cost share approach and 
implement the approach, complete an initial screening of cluster opportunities, coordinate 
the results with the IFIs, USAID, GoG and potential investors, develop an outreach 
approach, modify the investment promotion strategy and implement the cluster promotion 
activities. 

Subtask 4-A Studies and Deal Brokering 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

 For pre-feasibility studies, discussions of site selection methods and criteria have been 
initiated. 

Subtask 4-B Cost Share Program 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

 Several investors have requested information on the cost share program for completing 
feasibility studies. 

 HIPP has met the USTDA to determine if they will support the funding of feasibility 
studies. 

Subtask 4-C Hydropower Cluster Development Progress / Successes against the 
Work Plan 
Progress / Successes against the Work Plan 

 See Subtask 1-C, above. 
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Problems Encountered, Status and Proposed Solutions 
 

Task/subtask Problem/Issue Mitigation Plan Status 
1-B, Preliminary Review of 
Georgia to Turkey 
Electricity Transmission 
Transfer Capability 

Serious issues that 
would limit the ability 
to export to Turkey 
have not been 
addressed in previous 
studies or planned 
projects. 

Black & Veatch 
revised transmission 
staff assignments to 
mobilize a senior 
system planning 
engineer, with 
additional background 
in market 
development and 
ratemaking. 

Report describing 
problems and 
recommended steps 
to resolve them is 
being prepared, draft 
expected by Mid-
October. 

1-B Legal and Regulatory 
review of the Georgian 
hydropower sector 
framework 

The transmission 
network and 
distribution network 
tariff methodologies 
are not developed 
making it impossible to 
determine the level of 
tariffs for selling to 
customers in Georgia 
or exporting to Turkey 

None identified to 
date. 

The tariff 
methodologies are in 
the same shape as 
they were one year 
ago. 

1-B Legal and Regulatory 
review of the Georgian 
hydropower sector 
framework 

The power sector of 
Georgia has to be 
further developed to 
cross border energy  
trading including 
nomination of the 
Market Operator, 
creation of the hourly 
balancing market with 
changes to the market 
rules and other 
changes to allow 
HPPs to sell power 
into Turkey 

HIPP develop a draft 
Cross Border Treaty 
between Georgia and 
Turkey that will require 
harmonization of the 
power market 
regulations between 
the two countries.  
Once the Treaty is 
signed, then the MoE 
must decide on a plan 
of implementation to 
complete the 
necessary 
modifications to the 
power market 
structure and market 
rules, 

The draft Treaty is 
under review by the 
Turkish government. 

  

Major Upcoming Activities 
 

Task/subtask Upcoming Activity Counterpart(s) Planned Dates 
Subtask 1-B Legal and 
Regulatory review of the 
Georgian hydropower sector 
framework 

-Finalizing a Report on 
Key Legal Issues for 
Potential Investors that 
addresses both primary 
and secondary 
legislation, including the 
Market Rules and 
allocation of capacity.  
The Report will include 

Ministry of Energy 
and ESCO 

 

 

 

 

September-
November 
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Task/subtask Upcoming Activity Counterpart(s) Planned Dates 
proposed solutions to 
address the barriers to 
investment identified. 

- Drafting legislative 
language and draft 
provisions for Market 
Rules changes to 
address problems 
identified by potential 
investors and the Key 
Legal Issues Report 

  

 

 

 

Ministry of Energy 
and ESCO 

 

 

 

November - 
December 

1-B, Preliminary Review of 
Georgia to Turkey Electricity 
Transmission Transfer 
Capability 

Complete 
recommendations, and 
help coordinate activities 
to address them 

GSE, EnergoTrans, 
MoE, donors (USAID, 
KfW, ADB, et al), 
transmission system 
consultants (Fitchner, 
et al). 

Draft 
recommendations 
mid-October, 
assist with 
coordination 
ongoing. 

1-C, Refine the MoE small-
medium hydro site database 

Complete field visits to 
all sites. Office studies to 
refine hydrology, 
layouts, and costs. 
Preliminatry economic 
and financial studies. 

MoE, Georgian data 
providers, 
consultants, 
developers. 

Select Georgian 
subcontractors, 
mid-October. Visit 
sites (excluding 
snow-bound 
areas), by 
December 2010. 
Office studies 
March 2010. 

1-C, Identify and evaluate 
additional sites. 

Complete field visits to 
all sites. Obtain maps of 
study areas, Office 
studies to refine 
hydrology, layouts, and 
costs. Preliminatry 
economic and financial 
studies. 

MoE, Georgian data 
providers, Georgian 
specialist 
subcontractors 
(mapping, geology, 
hydrology, and hydro 
evaluation), 
developers 

Initial clusters 
ready for release 
by MoE, 
November 2010. 
Additional, on-
going. 

Subtask 1-D -Assist the Investment 
Promotion Team by 
drafting the Legal and 
Regulatory sections of 
the Information 
Memorandum, which will 
describe the legislative 
framework, the steps 
need to be taken to 
obtain all of the permits 
needed for financial 
close and the problem 
areas that require 
resolution by the 
Government of Georgia 

-Assist GSE and the 
ESCO with drafting the 
System Interoperability 

Investment 
Promotion 
Department, Ministry 
of Energy  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GSE and ESCO 

November-
December 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

October - 
November 
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Task/subtask Upcoming Activity Counterpart(s) Planned Dates 
Agreement and the 
Market Interoperability 
Agreement  required to 
be developed under the 
draft Agreement 
between Georgia and 
Turkey Regarding 
Cross-Border Trading of 
Electricity 

1-F, Develop database of 
hydropower resources  

Prepare questionnaire 
for resource providers. 
Advertise the database 
process publically, 
distribute and collect 
questionnaires 

USAID, MoE, other 
GoG Ministries and 
agencies, 
developers, 
contractors, 
suppliers, 
consultants, etc. 

Database design 
and draft 
questionnaire, 
October 31, 
2010. 
Advertisement 
November 2010 
and continuing. 
Database 
population, 
ongoing. 

4-A, Pre-feasibility studies Define site selection 
methods and criteria 

USAID, MoE, 
Georgian data 
providers, Georgian 
specialist 
subcontractors, 
dsevelopers. 

Criteria defined 
by end of 
November 2010, 
recommend first 
five locations, 
December 31, 
2010 

 



 

 

 

 

USAID Hydropower Investment Promotion Project (USAID-HIPP)  
 

Deloitte Consulting Overseas Projects - HIPP  
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